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FREEDOM, REASON, AND TRADITION*
F. A. HAYEK

I
freedom is not a state of
T
IHOUGH
nature but an artifact of civilization, it did not arise as a result of
design. The institutions of freedom, like
all that freedomhas created,were not established because people foresaw the
benefits they would bring. But once its
advantageswere recognized,effortscommenced to perfect and extend the reign
of freedom and, for that purpose, to
learn how a free society worked. This
developmentof a theory of liberty took
place mainly in the eighteenth century
and began in two countries-of which
one knew liberty and the other did not
-England and France.
As a result, we have to the present
day two differenttraditionsin the theory
of liberty:1 one empirical and unsystematic, the other speculative and rationalist-the first based on an interpretation of traditions and institutions
which had spontaneously grown up and
were but imperfectly understood, the
second aiming at the construction of a
utopia which has often been tried but
never worked. Nevertheless, it has been
the rationalist,plausible, and apparently
logical argumentof the French tradition,
* This article is substantially the same as a chapter in the author's book, The Constitution of
Liberty, now in preparation.

with its flattering assumptions about
the unlimited powers of human reason,
which has progressively gained influence; while the less articulate and less
explicit tradition on which English freedom was based has been on the decline.
As a result, the political conceptions of
the French Age of Reason are today
erroneously regarded as representative
of the eighteenth century in general.
This distinction is obscured by the
facts that what we have called the
French tradition of liberty arose largely
in an attempt to interpret British institutions, and that the conceptions which
other countries formed of British institutions were based mainly on their description by French authors. The two
traditionsbecame finally confused when
they merged in the liberal movement of
the nineteenth century and even leading
British liberals drew as much on the
French as on the British tradition.2 It
was, in the end, the victory of the Benthamite Philosophical Radicals over the
Whigs in England that concealed a
fundamental difference which in more
recent years has reappearedas the conflict between "liberal" democracy and
"social" or totalitarian democracy.3
This differencewas better understood
a hundred years ago than it is today.
In the year of the European revolutions
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in which the two traditions merged, the
contrast between "Anglican"and "Gallican" liberty was still clearly described
by a distinguished German-American
writer. "GallicanLiberty," wrote Francis Lieber in 1848,
is thought in the government, and according to
an Anglican point of view, it is looked for in the
wrong place, where it cannot be found. Necessary consequences of the Gallican view are that
the French look for the highest degree of political civilization in organisation, that is in the
highest degree of interference of the public
power. The question whether this interference
be despotism or liberty is decided solely by the
fact who interferes, and for the interest of which
class the interference takes place, while according to the Anglican view this interference would
always be absolutism or aristocracy, and the
present dictatorship of the ouvriers would appear to us an uncompromising aristocracy of
the ouvriers.

He adds:
The fact that Gallican liberty expects everything from organisation while Anglican liberty
inclines to development, explains why we see
in France so little improvement and expansion
of institutions: but when improvement is attempted, a total abolition of the preceding state
of things, a beginning ab ovo-a rediscussion of
the first elementary principles.4

Since this was written, the French
tradition has everywhere progressively
displaced the English. To disentangle
the two traditions it is necessary to
look at the relatively pure forms in
which they appeared in the eighteenth
century.What we have called the British
tradition was made explicit mainly by
a group of Scottish moral philosophers
led by David Hume, Adam Smith, and
Adam Ferguson,5 seconded by their
English contemporariesJosiah Tucker,
Edmund Burke, and William Paley, and
drawing largely on a tradition rooted
in the jurisprudence of the common
law.6Opposedto them was the tradition
of the French Enlightenment, deeply
imbued with Cartesian rationalism: the

Encyclopedists and Rousseau, the Physiocrats and Condorcet are their best
known representatives. Of course, the
division does not fully coincide with
national boundaries. Frenchmen like
Montesquieu, Turgot (in his youth),
and, later, Benjamin Constant, and
above all Alexis de Tocqueville, are
probably nearer to what we have called
the "British" than to the French tradition. And, in Thomas Hobbes, Britain
has providedat least one of the founders
of the rationalist tradition, not to speak
of the whole generation of enthusiasts
for the French Revolution, like Godwin,
Priestley, Price, and Paine (or Jefferson
after his stay in France), who entirely
belong to it.7
II
Though these two groups are now
commonly lumped together as the ancestors of modern liberalism, there is
hardly a greater contrast imaginable
than that between their respective conceptions of the evolution and functioning of a social order and the role played
in it by liberty. The differenceis directly
traceable to the predominance of an
essentially empiricist view of the world,
in England, and a rationalist approach,
in France-whether we take these terms
in their popular or in their more precise
philosophical meanings. The main contrast in the practical conclusions to
which these approaches lead has recently been well put, as follows: "one
finds the essence of freedom in spontaneity and the absence of coercion, the
other believes it to be realized only in
the pursuit and attainment of an absolute collective purpose,"8 and "one
stands for organic, slow, half-conscious
growth, the other for doctrinaire deliberateness; one for trial and error procedure, the other for an enforced solely
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valid pattern."9It is the second which, ciples-and to show with how little contrivance
political wisdom the most complicated and
as J. S. Talmon has shown in an impor- or
apparently artificial schemes of policy might be
tant book from which this description erected.'"
is taken, has become "theoriginof totaliThis "anti-rationalistic insight into
tarian democracy."
The sweeping success of the political historical happening that Smith shares
doctrines which stem from the French with Hume, Adam Ferguson, and
tradition is probably due to their great others"' enabled them for the first time
appeal to human pride and ambition. clearly to see how institutions and morBut we must not forget that the political als, language and laws, have evolved
conclusions of the two schools derive by a process of cumulative growth, and
from different conceptions of how so- that it is with and within this framework
ciety works; and in this respect the that human reason has grown and alone
British philosophers had laid the foun- can successfully operate. Their argudations of a profound and essentially ment is directed throughout against the
valid theory, while the rationalist school Cartesian conception of an independwas simply and completelywrong. Their ently and antecedently existing human
rather silly rationalist conception of the wisdom that has invented these instinature of a free society has discredited tutions, and the conception that civil
liberalism with sensible people and has society has been formed by some wise
rapidly led those who accepted it to the original legislator or an original "soopposite of a free society; the British cial contract." The latter idea of intelhave given us an interpretation of the ligent men's coming together for delibgrowth of civilization which is still the eration about how to make the world
indispensable foundation of the argu- anew is perhaps the most characteristic
outcome of those design theories. It
ment for liberty.
What they have given us in an account found its perfect expression when the
of the origin of institutions, not by con- leading theorist of the French Revolutrivance and design, but by the survival tion, Abbe Sieyes, exhorted the revoluof the successful. Their account of so- tionary assembly "to act like men just
cial evolution runs in terms of how "na- emerging from the state of nature and
of
tions stumbleupon establishmentswhich coming together for the purpose
contract."'3
social
a
signing
are indeed the result of human action
understood the condibut not the executionof humandesign"10 The ancients
than that. Cicero
better
liberty
tions
of
or the "stumbling forward in our emthat the Roman
as
saying
Cato
quotes
pirical fashion, blundering into wiswas superior to that of
Constitution
dom," of which F. W. Maitland someother states because it
where speaks. It stresses that what we
was based upon the genius not of one man, but
call political order is much less the effect of many: it was founded, not in one generation,
of human contrivance than is commonly but in a long period of several centuries and
imagined.As their immediatesuccessors many ages of men. For, said he, there never has
saw it, what Adam Smith and his con- lived a man possessed of so great a genius that
nothing could escape him, nor could the comtemporarieshad done was
of all the men living at one time
to resolve almost all that has been ascribed to
positive institution into the spontaneous and
irresistible development of certain obvious prin-

bined powers
possibly make all necessary provisions for the
future without the aid of actual experience and
the test of time.14
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Neither republican Rome nor Athens,
the two free nationsof the ancient world,
could thus serve as an example for the
rationalists.To Descartes, the fountainhead of the rationalist tradition, it was
indeed Spartawhose greatness "was due
not to the pre-eminence of each of its

to us, and it is reasonable to observe them
though the particular reason of the institution
appear not.17

III
From these and other conceptions
gradually grew a body of social theory
which successfully showed how-in the
laws in particular . . . but to the circum- fields of law and language, of morals
stance that, originated by a single in- and the whole institutional framework
dividual, they all tended to a single of culture-complex and orderly and,
end."15And it was Spartawhich, as Tal- in a very definite sense, purposive strucmon has pointed out, became the ideal tures might grow up which owed little
of liberty for Robespierre and Saint- or nothing to design, which were not
Just-and, we may add, most of the invented by a contriving mind but arose
later advocatesof "social"or totalitarian from the separate actions of many men
democracy
who did not know what they were doing.
Like the ancient, the modern British This demonstration that something
conceptions of liberty grew against a greater than man's individualmind may
backgroundof a comprehensionof how grow from men's fumbling efforts repinstitutions had developed that the law- resented in some ways an even greater
yers had been the first to gain. "There challenge to all design theories than
are many things specially in laws and even the later theory of biological evolugovernment,"wrote Chief Justice Hale tion: For the first time it was shown
in the seventeenth century in a critique that an evident order which was not the
of Hobbes,
product of a designing human intellithat mediately,remotely,and consequentially gence need therefore not be ascribed to
are reasonableto be approved,thoughthe rea- the design of a higher, supernaturalinson of the party does not presentlyor immeditelligence, but that there was a third
ately and distinctlysee its reasonableness....
Longexperiencemakesmorediscoveriestouch- possiblility-the emergence of order as
of lawsthan the result of adaptive evolution.
ing conveniencesor inconveniences
is possiblefor the wisestcouncilof men at first
Since the emphasis we shall have to
to foresee. And that those amendmentsand place on the role which selection plays
supplementsthat throughthe various experi- in this process of social evolution today
ences of wise and knowingmen have been applied to any law must needsbe bettersuitedto is likely to create the impression that
the convenienceof laws, than the best inven- we are borrowingthe idea from biology,
tion of the most pregnantwits not aided by it is worth stressing that it was in fact
such a series and tract of experience.. . . This the other way round; there can be little
addsto the difficultyof a presentfathomingof doubt that it was from the theories of
the reasonof laws, becausethey are the productionof long and iteratedexperiencewhich, social evolution that Darwin and his
thoughit be commonlycalled the mistressof contemporaries derived the suggestion
fools, yet certainlyit is the wisest expedient for their theories.18Indeed, one of those
among mankind,and discoversthose defects Scottish philosophers who first deand supplieswhichno wit of man could either veloped these ideas anticipated Darwin
at once foreseeor aptly remedy.... It is not
necessarythat the reasons of the institution even in the biological field;19 and the
shouldbe evident unto us. It is sufficientthat later applicationof these conceptionsby
they are institutedlaws that give a certainty the various "historical schools" in law
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and language had made the idea that
similarity of structure might be accounted for by a common origin20 a
commonplace in the study of social
phenomenalong before it was applied to
biology. It has been unfortunate that
at a later date the social sciences, instead
of building on these beginnings in their
own field, re-imported some of those
ideas from biology and with them
brought in such conceptions as "natural
selection," "struggle for existence," and
"survival of the fittest," which are not
really appropriatein their field; because
in social evolution the decisive factor
is not the selection of the physical and
inheritableproperties of the individuals
but the selection by imitation of successful institutions and habits. Though
this operates also throughthe success of
individuals and groups, what emerges
is not an inheritableattributeof individuals, but ways of doing things, ideas,
and skills-in short, the whole cultural
inheritancewhich is passed on by learning and imitation. The whole episode of
"social Darwinism" has, in this field,
merely tended to discredit an indispensable intellectual tool which had been
first developed here.

IV
A detailed comparison of the two
traditions would require a book; here
we can merely single out a few of the
crucial points on which they differ.
While the rationalist tradition assumes that man was originally endowed
with both the intellectual and moral
attributes which enabled him deliberately to fashion civilization, the evolutionists made it clear that civilization
was the accumulated result of a hard
school of trial and error: the sum of
experience,in part handed from generation to generationas explicit knowledge,
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but to a larger extent embodied in tools
and institutions which had proved themselves superior-institutions whose significance we might discover by analysis
but which will also work without men's
understandingthem. The Scottish theorists were very much aware how delicate
this artificialstructureof civilizationwas
which rested on man's more primitive
and ferocious instincts being tamed and
checked by institutions which he neither
had designed nor could control. They
were as far as possible from such naive
assumptions, later unjustly laid at the
door of their liberalism, as the "natural
goodness of man," the existence of a
"natural harmony of interests," or the
beneficent effects of "natural liberty"
(even though they did sometimes use
the last phrase). They knew that it required the artifices of institutions and
traditions to reconcile the conflicts of
interest. Their problem was how
that universal mover in human nature, self love,
may receive such direction in this case (as in all
others) as to promote the public interest by
those efforts it shall make towards pursuing its
own.22

It was not "naturalliberty" in any literal
sense, but the institutions evolved to
secure "life, liberty, and property,"
which made those individual efforts
beneficial.23Neither Locke, nor Hume,
nor Smith, nor Burke, could ever have
argued,as Bentham did, that "everylaw
is an evil for every law is an infraction
of liberty."24Their argumentwas never
a complete laissez-faire argument,
which, as the very words show, is also
part of the French rationalist tradition
and in its literal sense was never defended by any of the English classical economists.25They knew better than most of
their later critics that it was not some
kind of magic, but the evolutionof "wellconstructed institutions" where the
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"rules and principles of contending interests and compromisedadvantages""
would be reconciled,which had successfully channeled individual efforts to socially beneficialaims. In fact, their argument was never anti-state as such, or
anarchistic,which is the logical outcome
of the rationalisticlaissez-fairedoctrine;
it was an argumentthat accounted both
for the proper functions of the state and
for the limits of state action.
The difference is particularly conspicuous in the respective assumptions
the two schools make concerning individual human nature. The rationalistic
design theories necessarily based their
views on the assumption of rational
action, natural intelligence, and the natural goodness of individual man. The
evolutionary theory, on the contrary,
showed how certain institutional arrangementswould induce man to use his
intelligence to the best effect, and how
institutions could be framed so that bad
people could do least harm.27The antirationalist tradition is here closer to the
Christian tradition of the fallibility and
sinfulness of man, while the perfectionism of the rationalist is in irreconcilable
conflict with it. Even such celebrated
figments as the "economic man" were
not an originalpart of the British evolutionary tradition. It would be only a
slight exaggeration to say that, in the
view of those British philosophers,man
was by nature lazy and indolent, improvident and wasteful, and that it was
only by the force of circumstances that
he could be made to behave economically
or would learn carefully to adjust his
means to his ends. The homo ceconomicus was explicitly introduced,with much
else that belongs to the rationalist rather than to the evolutionary tradition,
only by the younger Mill.28

V

The greatest difference between the
two views exists, however, in their respective ideas about the role of traditions and the value of all the other
products of an unconscious growth proceeding through the ages.29 It would
hardly be an exaggeration to say that
the rationalistic approach is here opposed to almost all that is the distinct
product of liberty and that gives liberty
its value. Those who believe that all useful institutions are deliberate contrivances, and who cannot conceive of anything serving a human purpose that has
not been consciously designed are
almost of necessity enemies of freedom
-which to them means chaos. We have
here an instance of how different interpretations of facts may produce differences in values: because of an intellectual error a particularmanner of ordering
human affairs has come to be regarded
as possessing superior value and to be
more in accord with the dignity of human reason. If everything that is worthwhile is the product of deliberatehuman
will, what matters is solely the formation of that will and, so far as action of
society as a whole is concerned, of the
collective will of society. Freedom thus
comes to mean participation in the formation of the collective will.
To the empiricist, evolutionary tradition, on the other hand, the value of
freedom consists mainly in the opportunity it provides for the growth of the
undesigned,and the beneficial functioning of a free society rests largely on the
existence of such freely grown institutions. There probably never has existed
a genuine belief in freedom, and there
has certainly been no successful attempt
to operate a free society, without a genuine reverence for grown institutions,
for customs and habits and "all those
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securities of liberty which arise from
regulation of long prescription and ancient ways."30Paradoxicalas it may appear, it is probablytrue that a successful
free society will always in a large measure be a tradition-boundsociety.3'
This estimation of tradition and custom, of grown institutions, and of rules
whose origins and rationale we do not
know, does not, of course, mean-as
Thomas Jeffersonbelieved with a characteristic rationalist misconceptionthat we "ascribeto men of the preceding
age a wisdom more than human, and ...
suppose what they did beyond amendment."32Far from assuming that those
who created the institutions were wiser
than we are, the evolutionary view is
based on the insight that the result of
the experimentation of many generations may embody more experiencethan
any one man possesses. The rationalistic
view, on the other hand, is blind to the
significanceof those creations of human
activity which lie between the deliberate
creation of individual intelligence, on
the one hand, and the products of conscious, organized effort, on the other. It
is in this range, however, that lies all
that deserves to be called social in the
proper meaning of the term, because it
is the product of society as such and
not of particular individual minds.
VI
I have elsewherediscussedthe various
institutions and habits, tools and methods of doing things, which have emerged
from this process and constitute our inherited civilization. But we have yet to
look more carefully at those rules of
conduct which have grown as part of it,
which are both a product and a condition of freedom. Of these conventions
and customs of human intercourse, the
moral rules are the most important,but
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by no means the only significant, ones.
We understandeach other and get along
with each other, are able to act successfully on our plans, because the members
of our civilization most of the time conform to unconsciouspatterns of conduct,
show a regularity in their actions which
is, not the result of commands or coercion, often not even of any conscious
adherence to known rules, but of firmly
established habits and traditions. The
general observance of these conventions
is a necessary condition of the orderliness of the world in which we live, of
our being able to find our way in it,
thoughwe do not know their significance
and may not even be consciously aware
of their existence. In some instances it
would be necessary, for the smooth running of society, to secure a similar uniformity by coercion, if such conventions
or rules were not observed in most instances. Coercion may thus sometimes
be avoidable only because a high degree
of voluntary conformity exists which
thus may be a condition of freedom. It
is indeed a truth, which all the great
apostles of freedom outside the rationalistic school have never tired of emphasizing, that freedom has never worked
without deeply ingrained moral beliefs,
and that coercion can be reduced to a
minimum only where the individuals
can be expected as a rule to conform
voluntarily to certain principles.33
A familiar instance of how a firmly
established tradition assists frictionless
human intercourse is the manner in
which in the Anglo-Saxon countries a
general familiarity with the rules of parliamentaryprocedure facilitates all proceedings of groups of men. To one who
comes from another milieu it is a source
of constant wonder how, as a result of
this, a committee of schoolboys in England or the United States is generally
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more effective than many a group of
grave and learned scholars in Germanic
or Latin countries. Many similar examples could be given of how the general
adherence to rules, which often may be
far from rational and whose reasons
those who submit to them are far from
understanding,assists the effective collaboration of men. The often ridiculed
propensity of Englishmen to form a
queue at any bus station, which is of
course merely the result of the unquestioned acceptanceof the rule "firstcome,
first served," is a humbler instance of
the same trait. Much of the difference
between Anglo-Saxon manners and the
more formal, courtly etiquette of the
Continent is probably due to the fact
that the former have spontaneously developed to smooth intercourse in ordinary life rather than from the organized
ceremonial of a hierarchic society.
There is an advantage in obedience
to such rules not being enforced by coercion-not only because coercion as
such is bad, but because it is
in fact often desirable that rules should
be observed only in most instances, and
that the individual should be able to
transgress them when it seems to him
worthwhile to incur the odium which
this will cause. It is also important that
the strength of the social pressure and
of the force of habit which insure their
observance is variable. It is this flexibility of voluntary rules which makes
gradual evolution and spontaneous
growth possible, which brings it about
that further experience leads to modifications and improvements.Such an evolution is possible only with rules which
are neither coercive nor deliberately imposed-which, though observing them
is regarded as merit and though they
will be observed by the majority, can
be broken by individuals who feel that

they have strong enough reasons to
brave the censure of their fellows. Unlike any deliberately imposed coercive
rules, which can be changed only discontinuously and for all at the same
time, growth of this kind makes gradual
and experimental change possible. The
simultaneous existence of individuals
and groups observing partially different
rules provides the opportunity for the
selection of the more effective ones.
It is this submission to undesigned
rules and conventionswhose significance
and importancewe largely do not understand, this reverence for the traditional,
that, though it is indispensable for the
working of a free society, the rationalistic type of mind finds so uncongenial.
It has its foundationin the insight which
David Hume stressed and which is of
decisive importance for the anti-rationalist, evolutionary tradition-that "the
rules of morality are not the conclusions
of our reason."34Like all other values,
our morals are not a product but a presupposition of reason, the ends which
the instrument of our intellect has been
developed to serve. At any one stage
of our evolution, the system of values
into which we are born supplies the ends
which our reason must serve. This givenness of the value framework implies
that, although we must always strive to
improve our institutions, we can never
aim to remakethem as a whole, and that
in our efforts to improve them we must
take for granted much that we do not
understand: We must always work inside a frameworkof both values and institutions which is not of our own making. It means in particular that we can
never synthetically constructa new body
of moral rules, or make our obedience of
the known rules dependent on our comprehensionof what depends on this obedience in the particular instance.
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VII
The rationalistattitude to these problems is best seen in its views on what it
calls superstition.35I do not wish to underestimate the merit of the persistent
and relentlessfight of the eighteenthand
nineteenth centuries against superstition in the sense of beliefs which are
demonstrably false.36 But we must remember that the extension of the concept of superstition to all beliefs which
are not demonstrablytrue lacks the same
justification and may often be harmful.
That we ought not to believe anything
which has been shown to be false does
not mean that we ought to believe only
what has been demonstratedto be true
or at least useful. There are strong
grounds why any person who wants to
live and act successfully in society must
accept many common beliefs, though
these reasons may have little to do with
their demonstrabletruth.37Such beliefs
will also be based on some past experience, but not on experience for which
anyone can produce the evidence. The
scientist is, of course, within his rights
when he demands, if asked to accept a
generalization in his field, to be shown
the evidence on which it is based. Many
of the beliefs which in the past expressed
the accumulated experience of the race
have been disproved in this manner.
This does not mean, however, that we
have reached a stage when we can dispense with all beliefs for which such scientific evidence is lacking. Experience
comes to man in many more forms than
those of which the professional experimenter or the seeker after explicit
knowledge is commonly aware. We
would destroy the foundations of much
successful action if we disdained to rely
on ways of doing things evolved by the
process of trial and errorwhere only the
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superior manner, but not the reason for
adoptingit, has been handeddown to us.
The appropriatenessof our conduct is
not necessarily dependent on our knowing why it is so. Such understandingis
one way of making our conduct appropriate, but not the only one. A sterilized
world of beliefs, purged of all elements
whose value could not be positively
demonstrated, would probably be no
less lethal than would its equivalent in
the biological sphere.
While this applies to all our values,
it is most important in connection with
the moral rules of conduct. These are,
perhaps, next to language, the most
important instance of an undesigned
growth, of a set of rules which govern
our lives but of which we can say neither
why they are what they are nor what
they do to us; we do not know what the
consequences of observing them are for
us as individuals and as a group. Yet it
is against the demand for submission to
such rules that the rationalist spirit is
in constant revolt. It insists on applying
to them Descartes' principle "to reject
as absolutely false all opinions in regard
to which I could suppose the least
ground for doubt."38The desire of the
rationalist is always for the deliberately
constructed,synthetic system of morals,
for a system in which, as Edmund Burke
has described it, "the practice of moral
duty and the foundations of society
rested upon their reason made clear and
demonstrative to every individual."39
The rationalists of the eighteenth century, indeed, explicitly arguedthat, since
they knew human nature, they "could
easily find the morals which suited it."40
They did not understandthat what they
called human nature was very largely
those moral conceptionswhich every individual has learned with language and
thinking.
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VIII
An interesting symptom of the growing influence of this rationalist conception is the progressive substitution, in
all languages known to me, of the word
"social" for the word "moral"or simply
"good." It is instructive briefly to consider the significance of this.41What is
meant when people speak of a "social
conscience" as against merely "conscience" seems to be an awarenessof the
particulareffects of our actions on other
people, an endeavorto be guided in conduct not merely by traditional rules but
by explicit considerationof the particular consequences of the action in question. It amounts to the demand that our
action should be guided by a full understanding of the functioning of the social
process, and that it should be our aim,
in conscious assessment of the concrete
facts of the situation, to produce a foreseeable result described as the "social
good."
The curious point is that this appeal
to the "social"really involves a demand
that individual intelligence, rather than
rules evolved by society, should guide
individual action-that men should dispense with the use of what could truly
be called social (in the sense of being a
product of the impersonal process of
society), and should rely on his individual judgment of the particular case.
The preference for "social considerations" over the adherenceto moral rules
is thus in the last resort the result of a
contempt for what really is a social phenomenon and of a belief in the superior
powers of individual human reason.
The answer to these rationalistic demands is, of course, that they require
knowledgewhich exceeds the capacity of
the individual human mind, and that in
the attempt to comply with them most
men would become less useful members

of society than they are while they pursue their own aims within the limits set
by the rules of law and morals. It is the
old story of Adam Smith's observation
that "by pursuinghis own interest [man]
frequentlypromotesthat of society more
effectually than when he really intends
to promoteit. I have never known much
good to be done by those who affectedto
trade for the public good."42What is
frequently not understoodbut need not
be stressed again is that to Smith and
his contemporaries this result did not
come from all individuals acting completely as they pleased but from each
confininghimself to the sphere to which
the rules of law and morals confined
him.
The rationalist argument here overlooks the point that, quite generally, the
reliance on abstract rules is a device we
have learned to use because our reason
is insufficientto master (or take account
of) the full detail of complex reality.43
This is as true of the cases where we
deliberately formulate an abstract rule
for our individual guidance as where we
submit to the common rules of action
which have been evolved by a social
process. It is just as impracticablein the
second case that each individual should
for himself discover all the appropriate
rules as it would be for him to think out
in each particular case all the implications of his decisions without relying on
rules of thumb-even disregarding for
the moment that the rules of human intercourse would not serve their purpose
if they were not the same for all.
We all know that in the pursuit of our
individual aims we are not likely to be
successful unless we lay down for ourselves some general rules to which we
adhere without re-examiningtheir justification in every particular instance.
Whether it is the problem of how to
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order our day, or of doing disagreeable
but necessary tasks at once, or of refraining from certain stimulants, or of
suppressing certain impulses, we frequently find it necessary to make such
practices an unconscious habit because
we know that without this the rational
grounds which make such behavior desirablewould not be sufficientlyeffective
to balance temporary desires and to
make us do what we should wish to do
from a long-run point of view. Though
it sounds paradoxical that in order to
make us act rationally we should often
find it necessary to be guided by habit
rather than reflection-or, in other
words, that to prevent ourselves from
making the wrong decision we should
deliberately reduce the range of choice
before us-we all know that this is in
practice necessary to make us effective
in achieving our long-rangeaims.
The same considerations apply even
more where the consequences of our
conduct that we want to avoid are not
direct effects on ourselves but effects on
other people-these are not so immediately visible to us-and where the aim
must be that we should adjust our actions to the actions and expectations of
others so that we avoid doing them unnecessary harm. In this field it is not
only unlikely that any individual should
succeed in rationally constructing rules
which would be more effective for their
purpose than those which have been
gradually evolved; even if he did they
could not really serve their purpose unless they were observed by all. We have
thus no choice but to submit to rules
whose rationale we often do not understand, and to do so irrespective of
whether we can see that anything important depends on their being observed
in the particular instance. Though the
rules of morals are instrumental in the
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sense that they mostly assist in the
achievement of other human values,
since we only rarely can know what depends on their being followed in the particular instance, to observe them must
be regardedas a value in itself, a sort of
intermediateend which we must pursue
without questioning its justification in
the particularcase.
Ix
These considerations,of course,do not
prove that all the sets of moral beliefs
which have grown up in a society will
be beneficial. Just as a group may owe
its rise to the morals which its members
obey, and as their values may in consequence ultimately be imitated by the
whole nation which the successful group
has come to dominate, a group or nation
may also destroy itself by the moral beliefs to which it adheres. Only the longrun results can show whether the ideals
which guide a group are beneficial or
destructive. The fact that a society has
come to regard the teaching of certain
men as the embodiment of goodness is
no proof that it might not be the society's undoing if their precepts are
generally followed. It may well be that
a nation may destroy itself by following
the teachingof what it regardsas its best
men, sometimes almost saintly figures
who are unquestionably guided by the
most unselfish ideals. There would be
little danger of this in a society whose
members were still free to choose their
way of practical life, because in such a
society such tendencies would be selfcorrective: only the group dominated
by such "impractical"ideals would decline, and others, less moral by current
standards, would take its place. But
this will happen only in a free society
in which such moral beliefs are not enforced on all. Where all are made to
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serve the same ideals, and dissenters
are given no opportunity to try a different way, the rules can prove themselves inexpedient only by the decline
of the whole nation guided by them.
The question which is acutely raised
by such an experiment is whether the
fact that a majority of citizens are
agreed on a moral goal is sufficientjustificationfor the use of coercion,or whether it is not desirable that certain rules
limit the power of the collective to
change the law irrespective of the desirability of the particular purposejust as the moral rules of individual
conductprecludecertain kinds of action,
however good the purpose. It seems to
me impossible to doubt-though it is
in fact rarely recognizedand often even
explicitly questioned-that, if the results of collective action are to be sensible, the particular decisions must as
much be judged in the light of general
rules, that there is, in short, as great a
need of moral rules of political as of
individualaction, and that the aggregate
outcome of our successive actions as a
society is likely to be satisfactory only
if the actions are held together by common principles.
There are obvious reasons why moral
rules for collective actions are developed
only with difficulty and very slowly.
But this should make those we have
achieved the more precious. There is
probably none more important among
the few such principles we have developed than that of individual freedom,
and it is as such a moral principle of
political action that it is most appropriately regarded.Like all moralprinciples,
it will serve its purpose only if its observance is accepted as a value in itself,
as a principle which must be respected
without questioning in each instance

whether the consequencesare beneficial.
We shall, indeed, not achieve the results
which we want if we do not accept that
it is a prejudiceor creed or presumption
so strong that no considerations of expediency should allowed to limit it.
The argument for liberty is, indeed,
in the last resort an argument for principles and against expediency in collective action.44When one of the intellectual leaders of nineteenth-century
Continental liberalism, Benjamin Constant, describedliberalismsimply as the
system de principes,45 he pointed to the

very heart of the matter. Liberty not
only is a system under which all government action is guided by principles,
but it is also not likely to last if this
ideal is not itself accepted as the most
general principle to be observed in all
the particular acts of legislation. Where
no such fundamental rule is stubbornly
upheld as an ultimate political ideal
about which there must be no bartering
for material advantages-as an ideal
which, even though it may have to be
temporarily infringed during a passing
emergency, must form the basis of all
permanent arrangements-freedom is
almost certain to be destroyed by piecemeal encroachments. The reason for
this is that in each particular instance
it will be possible to promise concrete
and tangible advantages as the result of
a curtailmentof freedom,while the benefits sacrificed will in their nature always be unknownand uncertain.If freedom were not treated as the supreme
principle the fact that the promises
which a free society has to offer can always be only chances and not certainties,
only opportunitiesand not definite gifts
to particular individuals, would inevitably prove a fatal weakness and lead
to slow erosion.
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x

By now, the reader will probably
want to ask what role there remains for
reason to play in the orderingof human
affairs, if a policy of liberty demands
so much refraining from deliberate control, so much acceptance of the spontaneously grown and undirected. The
first answer is, of course, that, if it has
become necessary to seek limits to the
appropriateuses of reason in this field,
to find them is itself one of the exercises
of reason. But the fact that the stress
here has necessarily been on those limits
does not mean that reason has not also
most important positive tasks. We are
not questioning that reason is man's
most precious possession. All our argument is intended to show is merely that
it is not all-powerful and that the belief that it can become its own master
and control its own development may
yet destroy it. What we have attempted
is a defense of reason against its abuse
by those who do not understand the
conditions of its effective functioning
and continuous growth. It is an appeal
that we should learn to use our reason
intelligently, and that in order to do
so we must preserve that indispensable
matrix of the uncontrolled and non-rational which is the environmentin which
alone reason can grow and effectively
operate.
The anti-rationalistic position here
taken must not be confoundedwith any
sort of irrationalism or any appeal to
mysticism. It is, not an abdication of
reason, but a rational examination of
the field where reason is appropriately
put in control, which is advocated here.
Part of this argument is that such an
intelligent use of reason does not mean
the use of deliberatereason in the maxi-
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mum possible number of occasions. As
against the naive rationalism which
treats our present reason as an absolute, we must indeed continue the efforts
which David Hume commenced when
he "turnedagainst the enlightenmentits
own weapons"and undertook"to whittle
down the claims of reason by the use
of rational analysis."46
The first condition for such an intelligent use of reason in the ordering
of human affairs is that we learn to
understand what role it does in fact
play and can play in the working of
any society based on the co-operation
of many separate minds. This means
that before we can try to remold society intelligently we must understand
its functioning and realize that, even
where we.believe that we understandit,
we may be mistaken. What we must
learn to understandis that human civilization has a life of its own, that all our
efforts to improve things must operate
within a working whole which we cannot control entirely, and with regard
to which we can hope merely to facilitate and assist the operationof its forces
so far as we understand them. Our
attitude ought to be similar to that of
the physician toward a living organism:
like him we have to deal with a selfmaintaining whole which is kept going
by forces which we cannot replace and
which we must therefore use in all we
try to achieve. What can be done to
improve it must be done by working
with these forces rather than against
them. All our endeavor at improvement
must always work inside this given
whole, aim at piecemeal rather than
total construction,47and use at each
stage the historical material at hand
and improve details step by step rather
than attempt to redesign the whole.
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None of these conclusions are arguments against the use of reason but
only arguments against such uses as
require any exclusive and coercive
powers of government; not arguments
against experimentation as such, but
argumentsagainst all exclusive, monopolistic power to experimentin a particu-

lar field-power which brooks no alternative and is in its essence based on a
claim to the possession of superior wisdom-and against the consequent right
to precludethe emergenceof better solutions than the ones to which those in
power have committed themselves.
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